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Abstract 

First, this paper selects the financial data of retail industry listed companies in chinese 
A stock market from 2009 to 2018 as an empirical research sample. Then, use the 
dummy variable of whether to develop the omni-channel retail model as the 
independent variables, the years before and after the omni-channel model was 
developed as the independent variables, and the operating efficiency of listed retail 
companies as the dependent variables. Finally, two linear multiple regression model 
were constructed to demonstrate the relationship between the omni-channel retail 
model and the efficiency of resource allocation in the retail industry. The study results 
show that: (1) The development of the omni-channel model has both positive and 
negative effects on the resource allocation efficiency of retail enterprises, due to the 
existence of channel complementary effects and channel competition issues; (2) the 
development of the omni-channel model will decrease in the short term the efficiency of 
enterprise resource allocation, but it will help improve the efficiency of resource 
allocation in the long term. 
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1. Introduction 

Affected by various factors such as the decline in the overall national economic growth rate, 
changes in customer demand and purchasing behavior, and Internet retail squeeze, China's 
physical retail companies are going through a period of difficult development.First of all, the 
growth rate of physical retail sales has continued to decline. In 2013, the growth rate was 11.9%, 
and by 2018, the growth rate dropped to -1.22%.Secondly, labor costs and housing rents have 
increased significantly, and considerable cost pressure has slowed the increase in the number 
of stores in the top 100 retail stores, increased the number of closed stores, and decreased the 
number of stores. In 2016, the growth rate of the number of stores was 10.79%, and the growth 
rate in 2017 was 1.57%, and the growth rate in 2018 was 5.76%. The growth rate of the number 
of stores fluctuates greatly, but the overall growth rate is showing a trend of slowing down. 
From the above two points, it can be seen that physical retail companies are facing the dual 
pressures of reduced operating income and increased costs. In 2018, the transaction scale of 
the domestic online retail market reached 8.6 trillion yuan, a year-on-year increase of 20% from 
7.2 trillion yuan in 2017. At the same time, the online retail market accounted for 23% of the 
total retail sales of consumer goods of 38 trillion yuan in 2018. Online retail has developed 
rapidly, rising from 6.5% in 2012 to 23.6% in 2018, showing very strong growth. momentum. 

In 2009, competition in the traditional retail industry was fierce and online retailing developed 
rapidly. Suning.com, a traditional home appliance retailer, took the lead in launching retail 
business online, and its profitability gradually improved. Subsequently, well-known physical 
retail companies in China followed suit, such as Wangfujing, Yintai, Tianhong, etc., to build 
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online shopping websites to develop online retail business. The establishment of online 
shopping websites to carry out online retail business has entered the stage of "multi-channel 
retail". In 2013, with the rapid development of mobile Internet technology, the gradual security 
and maturity of online payment technology, and the diversification of payment methods, some 
companies integrated online network channels and offline physical channels to sell products. 
Leading domestic physical retailers such as Suning.com and Gome Retail, etc., have begun to 
undergo digital transformation, and e-commerce giants have deployed offline physical stores, 
and at this time they have entered the "omni-channel retail" stage. In the era of rapid Internet 
development, the emergence of the omni-channel retail model provides retail companies with 
another transformation and development idea. The study content of this article enriches the 
research on the omni-channel retail model and the efficiency of resource allocation in the retail 
industry, and has certain theoretical significance. At the same time, this paper uses the financial 
data of listed companies in the retail industry in China for empirical study, and the conclusions 
drawn are more in line with the actual situation of the retail industry. 

2. Concept definition 

2.1. Omni-channel retail model 

Beginning in 2011, the retail industry and academia began to have heated and extensive 
discussions on the definition of "omni-channel retail". Mainly there are the following two 
definitions of thinking perspectives.  

Definition based on the perspective of retail channel transformation. Some scholars believe that 
understanding the concept of “omni-channel retail” requires tracking the development process 
of “retail channels”.Berman B uses spatial dimensions to divide the channel development 
process and provide useful inspiration [1]. Levy et al and others pointed out that omni-channel 
retail is the result of the development of multi-channel retail [2]. Based on this, Verhoef  
scholars found that the omni-channel retail stage includes physical stores, computer-end online 
stores and mobile-end online stores, which are a flexible combination of multiple channels[3]. 
Herhausen D based on limited channel resources, from "single channel" to "multi-channel" to 
"cross-channel", one or more channels can be simply combined or integrated to meet the 
retailer's maximum profit or cost [4]. French retail expert Burdin divides the development of 
retail channels into four stages; the first stage is a single channel, that is, brick + cement (bric + 
mortar), mainly traditional physical retail channels; the second stage is multi-channel , Which 
means mouse + cement (click + mortar), traditional physical retail companies begin to establish 
online retail channels; the third stage is cross-channel, which means brick + mouse + mobile 
(brick + click + mobile), offline physical retail stores and online shopping websites begin 
Convergence occurs, with physical retail stores as the main online store as a supplement; the 
fourth stage is omni-channel, that is, click + brick + mobile (click + brick + mobile), the status of 
physical retail stores weakens, and the status of mobile shopping online stores rises[5]. 

Based on the definition of interaction with customers. Li Fei  discusses the issue of multi-
channel retail, dividing the purchase process into product purchase motivation generation, 
search, selection, purchase, after-sales, etc., and puts forward the idea of multi-channel 
combination and integration according to each link in the customer's purchase process [6]. Li 
Fei and Li Fei define the concept of omni-channel, that is, omni-channel is that retail companies 
integrate as many channels as possible to market products and services and upgrade 
consumers' shopping experience [7, 8]. Li Fei will also implement effective market positioning 
and integration of marketing elements in the consumer purchase and consumption process 
according to the company's marketing goals and different consumer channel preferences [9]. 
Foreign scholar Saghiri etal tried to construct a "three-dimensional framework" to explain the 
omni-channel retail model; dimension 1 is the customer's purchase process, which mainly 
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includes the three processes of customers before, during and after shopping, and dimension 2 
is the channel type. That is, all existing channels of retail companies, including physical and 
online channels, etc.; Dimension 3 refers to the participants in each circulation link of the 
commodity, which mainly includes producers, physical retail enterprises, online retailers, 
middlemen, etc., and believes that omni-channel retailing is provided to customers for purchase 
by the participants in each circulation link of the commodity the mode of the product[10]. 

On the basis of previous research, we believe that the omni-channel retail model is customer-
centric, with the help of big data, mobile payment, logistics information technology, etc., to 
integrate online and offline shopping information and effective value for consumption, 
providing a comprehensive and integrated better shopping experience.Online retail channels 
include the use of PC, mobile terminals and other tools to achieve sales transactions through 
social platforms such as WeChat, Weibo, etc., and offline retail channels include physical stores, 
personal sales, exhibition halls and other channels.   

2.2. Resource allocation efficiency 

The concept of efficiency can be divided into two levels: macro and micro. If efficiency is used 
to describe the characteristics of a macro-economy, it refers to whether the output obtained 
from various inputs meets the needs of the society to the greatest possible extent, and whether 
the resources are optimally allocated. The efficiency mentioned here refers to the economy 
through allocation Various resources maximize the total surplus for all members of society. If 
efficiency is used to describe the behavioral characteristics of a microeconomic entity, it refers 
to the relationship between the use of a fixed number of various production factors and the 
maximum output that can be produced in a certain period of time, or production under certain 
conditions of output The ability to achieve minimal investment in products or services. This 
article takes chinese listed retail companies as the research object to study efficiency, that is, to 
study the maximum economic benefits obtained by the input of various production factors of 
retail companies. Under a certain technical level, when the input is fixed, the greater the output, 
the higher the efficiency, otherwise the lower the efficiency. The efficiency referred to here is 
the operational efficiency or resource allocation efficiency of listed companies in the retail 
industry after online and offline integration. 

3. An empirical study on the impact of the development of an omni-
channel model on the efficiency of resource allocation in the retail 
industry 

This section mainly consists of two parts. The first part uses the financial data of 73 Chinese A-
share listed companies in the retail industry from 2009 to 2018, to verify the impact of the 
development of an omni-channel model on the efficiency of resource allocation in the retail 
industry. The second part is to select 12 retail companies that opened online retail channels in 
2015 , to verify the changes in the resource allocation efficiency of the retail industry from the 
first year to the fourth year after the development of the omni-channel retail model. 

3.1. Selection of samples and variables 

This paper selects the financial data of China's retail A-share listed companies from 2009 to 
2018 as a sample. According to the classification of the China Securities Regulatory Commission 
in the iFinD database, there are a total of 90 retail companies. Taking into account the continuity 
and availability of data, the data incomplete and ST are excluded. Stock company, finally 
selected 73 retail companies for empirical research. The financial data of 73 retail companies 
comes from the iFinD database. This paper uses listed retail companies as the study object. This 
paper uses listed retail companies as the research object. The reason is that listed retail 
companies, as the larger and more powerful companies among retail companies, are the 
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benchmarks and learning objects of many small companies, and they are very representative. 
At the same time, The annual data indicators of listed companies are relatively complete and 
easy to obtain through official channels. The time for retail companies to open online retail 
channels was obtained by visiting the company's official website one by one to organize 
themselves, and finally compiled a list of 12 retail companies that opened online retail channels 
in 2015. 

The dependent variables. In order to reflect the efficiency of resource allocation in China's retail 
industry, it is mainly inspected from two aspects: operational capability and profitability. 
Finally, the return on total assets is selected to reflect the profitability, and the inventory 
turnover rate to reflect the company's operating performance. The return on total assets index 
mainly measures the return on the capital invested by shareholders and the return on creditors. 
The higher the return on total assets, the better the profitability of the company. The omni-
channel retail model can achieve complementary advantages between channels, accelerate 
product transaction speed, and accelerate the speed of enterprise inventory turnover. The 
higher the enterprise's operating capacity, the inventory turnover rate is selected. 

 

Table 1. Variable names, symbols and definitions 
Variable symbol definition 

Dependent 
variables 

Return on total assets ROA ROA = net profit / average total assets * 100% 

Inventory turnover rate ITO 
Inventory turnover rate = operating cost / average 

inventory occupancy * 100% 

Independent 
variables 

Whether to develop an 
omni-channel model 

Channel 
0-1 dummy variable. If the company introduces 
online retail in year t, the value of year t and the 

following years is equal to 1, otherwise, it is 0 
Changes in resource 

allocation efficiency after 
opening online retail 

channels 

𝑇1  
𝑇2  
𝑇3  
𝑇4 

𝑇1 , 𝑇2 , 𝑇3, and 𝑇4 represent the first year, second 
year, third year, and fourth year of online retailing 
respectively; if the company has online retail, take 

1; otherwise, take 0 

Control 
variable 

Turnover rate of total assets 𝑋1 
Turnover rate of total assets = operating income / 

total average assets * 100% 

Cost to income ratio 𝑋2 
Operating cost ratio = operating cost / operating 

income * 100% 
Net operating cash flow 

ratio 
𝑋3 

Operating Net Cash Ratio = operating activities net 
cash flow / current liabilities * 100% 

Asset-liability ratio 𝑋4 
Asset-liability ratio = total liabilities at the end of 

the year / total assets at the end of the year * 
100% 

 

The independent variables. First, take the dummy variable whether to develop the omni-
channel model as the dependent variable (if online retail channels are opened, the value is 1; 
otherwise, the value is 0) to demonstrate the impact of the omni-channel retail model on the 
efficiency of resource allocation in the retail industry. Secondly, using the natural year from the 
first year to the fourth year after the opening of the online retail channel as an independent 
variable, demonstrate how the opening of the online retail channel affects the efficiency of 
resource allocation in the first year to the fourth year. 

Control variables. Select total asset turnover rate, cost-to-income ratio, operating net cash flow 
ratio, and asset-liability ratio as control variables. The higher the total asset turnover rate, the 
stronger the sales ability of the company and the better the efficiency of asset investment. 

The names, symbols and definitions of specific indicators are shown in Table 1. 

3.2. Panel regression model setting 

(1) Model 1: Whether the development of an omni-channel model affects the efficiency of 
resource allocation in the retail industry. 
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pef𝑖𝑡 = 𝑐 + 𝛽0𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑛𝑛𝑒𝑙𝑖𝑡 + 𝛽1𝑋1𝑡 + 𝛽2𝑋2𝑖𝑡 + 𝛽3𝑋3𝑖𝑡 + 𝛽4𝑋4𝑖𝑡 + 𝜇𝑖𝑡                       (1) 

Among them, pef𝑖𝑡  is the rate of return on total assets and inventory turnover rate. 𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑛𝑛𝑒𝑙𝑖𝑡  is 
a 0-1 dummy variable with or without omni-channel mode. If the company has online retail in 
year 𝑡, the channel in year 𝑡 and later years is 1, otherwise it is 0. 𝑋1 is the asset turnover rate. 
𝑋2 is the cost-to-income ratio. 𝑋3 is the net operating cash flow ratio. 𝑋4 is the asset-liability 
ratio; i and t respectively refer to the company and its year, 𝛽0~𝛽4 are the parameters to be 
estimated, and μit is the random disturbance item . 

 (2) Model 2: Changes in the resource allocation efficiency of the retail industry in natural years 
after the development of the omni-channel model 

pefit = c + b𝑗𝑇𝑗 +𝜃1𝑋1it +𝜃2𝑋2it +𝜃3𝑋3it
 +𝜃4𝑋4it

 +𝜇it                                     (2) 

Among them, pef𝑖𝑡  is the return on total assets and inventory turnover rate. 𝑇𝑗 represents the 

first year, second year, third year, and fourth year after opening online retail. 𝑋1 is the asset 
turnover rate. 𝑋2 is the cost-to-income ratio. 𝑋3 is the net operating cash flow ratio. 𝑋4 is the 
asset-liability ratio. 𝑖  and t respectively refer to the enterprise and its year, 𝜃1 ~𝜃4  are the 
parameters to be estimated, and 𝜇𝑖𝑡  is the random disturbance item. 

3.3. Descriptive statistics and correlation analysis 

Table 2. Variable descriptive statistics 
Variables Mean Standard deviation Minimum Maximum 

pef 4.031 5.459 -55.465 70.897 
ITO 15.202 46.445 0.267 677.749 

channel 0.195 0.396 0.000 1.000 
𝑋1 1.239 0.597 0.052 3.741 
𝑋2 97.785 9.846 80.200 232.488 
𝑋3 0.119 0.186 -1.304 0.926 
𝑋4 56.842 19.341 7.736 261.259 

 

It can be seen from Table 2 that the minimum value (-55.465) and the maximum value (70.897) 
of the return on total assets as a measure of corporate performance are significantly different, 
indicating that the gap in the return on total assets of various companies in the retail industry 
is large. From the point of view of its mean and standard deviation, the gap between companies 
is also more obvious. The average value of the explanatory variables whether the omni-channel 
model is developed is only 0.195 and the standard deviation is 0.396, indicating that most retail 
companies have not yet opened online retail channels, or entered the online retail format late, 
and there are large differences between different retail companies. 

Table 3 shows that the correlation coefficients between the variables are all less than 0.5, within 
the acceptable range, it can be judged that there is no strong correlation, and further regression 
analysis can be done. 

Table 3. Correlation analysis results between various variables 
 ROA channel 𝑋1 𝑋2 𝑋3 𝑋4 ITO 

ROA 1       
channel 0.008 1      

𝑋1 0.237 -0.022 1     
𝑋2 -0.435 -0.099 -0.207 1    
𝑋3 0.264 0.057 0.140 -0.278 1   
𝑋4 -0.300 -0.063 0.087 0.230 -0.251 1  

ITO 0.052 0.142 -0.055 -0.082 0.181 -0.197 1 

 

3.4. Analysis of Empirical Results 

Since the data in this article are short panel data, the variable intercept model of balanced panel 
data is used for regression analysis. First, hausman test and F test were performed. The result 
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of F test showed that the alternative hypothesis was rejected, which means it was suitable for 
mixed regression model. In addition, the hausman test results show that the unobservable 
individual heterogeneity is not correlated with the explanatory variables. Therefore, compared 
with the fixed effects model, the random effects model is more suitable for estimation. For 
random effects models, the feasible Generalized Least Squares (FGLS) method is used for 
regression. As a control, the random effects model was also estimated using maximum 
likelihood estimation (MLE) and ordinary least squares (OLS). 

3.4.1. Model 1: Whether the development of an omni-channel model affects the 
efficiency of resource allocation in the retail industry 

Using the financial data of 73 retail companies listed on China’s A-shares from 2009 to 2018, 
the dummy variables for whether to develop an omni-channel retail model are selected as the 
independent variables, the return on total assets and the inventory turnover rate are dependent 
variables, to verify the impact of the development of an omni-channel model on the efficiency 
of resource allocation in the retail industry. The empirical results of the impact of the efficiency 
of resource allocation in the retail industry are shown in Table 4 and Table 5. 

Empirical conclusions: (1) Table 4 shows that the coefficient of whether to develop an omni-
channel model channel at the 1% significance level is -0.896, indicating that the development 
of the omni-channel model has a negative impact on the return on total assets of retail 
enterprises, that is, There is a channel competition effect; (2) Table 5 shows that the coefficient 
of whether to develop an omni-channel model channel at the 5% significance level is -0.896, 
indicating that it has a positive impact on the company's inventory turnover rate, that is, there 
is a channel complementary effect. In general, the empirical results show that the development 
of an omni-channel retail model that combines physical and online retail has both a positive 
channel complementation effect and a negative channel competition effect on the efficiency of 
retail resource allocation. 

Table 4. Basic regression results of return on assets 
ROA (1)OLS FGLS MLE 

channel 
-0.541** -0.896*** -0.894* 
(0.255) (0.327) (0.535) 

𝑋1 
1.596*** 2.764*** 3.174*** 
(0.251) (0.431) (0.495) 

𝑋2 
-0.181*** -0.203*** -0.208*** 
(0.0376) (0.0507) (0.0214) 

𝑋3 
2.809*** 1.631** 1.407 
(0.792) (0.826) (1.016) 

𝑋4 
-0.0619*** -0.0659*** -0.0673*** 
(0.0173) (0.0222) (0.0113) 

c 
-0.0619*** -0.0659*** -0.0673*** 
(0.0173) (0.0222) (0.0113) 

Observations 730 730 730 

Note: Standard errors are in parentheses, * p <0.1, ** p <0.05, *** p <0.01 

 

Table 5. Basic regression results of inventory turnover rate 
ITO (1)OLS (2)FGLS (3)MLE 

channel 
14.28** 8.990* 8.974* 
(7.239) (4.847) (4.792) 

𝑋1 
4.808 6.173*** 6.434* 

(3.588) (2.340) (4.137) 

𝑋2 
-0.0447 0.200* 0.203 
(0.101) (0.115) (0.185) 

𝑋3 
35.86*** 48.80 48.89*** 
(13.04) (31.18) (8.532) 

𝑋4 
-0.349*** -0.401 -0.402*** 
(0.133) (0.382) (0.0993) 

c 
38.32** 3.188 2.637 
(17.21) (10.89) (19.24) 

Observations 730 730 730 

Note: Standard errors are in parentheses, * p <0.1, ** p <0.05, *** p <0.01 
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The main reason for the complementary effect of channels is that after retail companies develop 
an omni-channel retail model, whether it is physical store channels or online sales channels, it 
is the way for consumers to understand and obtain products, and there is no essential 
difference. Physical retail channels and online retail channels are integrated with each other to 
achieve complementary advantages, accelerate product transactions, and accelerate corporate 
inventory turnover. 

Analysis of the reasons for the existence of channel competition effects. Traditional retail 
companies must realize the advantages of channel integration while opening the network, 
otherwise it may drag down physical sales. When traditional retail companies compete with 
pure online retail companies for market share, there will be no clear corporate positioning and 
no better response methods, which will lead to bad negative effects. Difficulties in collaboration 
between different channels may arise, and the development of an omni-channel model puts 
forward higher requirements for corporate management. In the initial stage, retail companies 
need more funds, personnel and technology to establish online retail channels. However, the 
profits brought by the opening of online retail channels to retail companies will take time, and 
the short-term benefits are not significant. The omni-channel retail model can greatly increase 
the company's inventory turnover speed, but the cost of adding new channels is relatively high, 
but it will take longer for revenue and profit growth to appear, and it will show a downward 
trend in the short term. 

3.4.2. Model 2: Research on the efficiency of resource allocation in the retail industry 
after the development of the omni-channel model 

Using the financial data of 12 retail companies that have online retail channels after 2015, the 
natural years of the first to fourth years after the opening of online retail channels are used as 
independent variables, and the return on total assets and inventory turnover rate are used as 
dependent variables. Verify the impact of having online retail channels on the resource 
allocation efficiency of the retail industry in the first to fourth years. After visiting the 
company's official website one by one, we independently sorted out the time for companies to 
open online shopping malls or stay in third-party platforms, and chose the time node for 
corporate transformation as 2015, and we obtained a total of 12 retail companies that opened 
online retail channels in 2015. For comparison, this section also did ordinary OLS. The FGLS 
empirical results are shown in Table 6 below. 

This section uses panel data to analyze the impact of retail companies on the efficiency of 
resource allocation in the first to fourth years after having online retail channels. The empirical 
results are shown in Table 6. 

The empirical results show that: (1) At the 1% significance level, the coefficients of the change 
in the return on total assets in the first to third years are -0.823, -0.914, and -0.731, respectively, 
and at the 10% significance level, the coefficient of the change in the return on total assets in 
the fourth year is -0.335. These show that the opening of online retail channels has a negative 
impact on the return on total assets of retail companies in the first to fourth years;(2) At the 
10% significance level, the coefficients of inventory turnover rate after the opening of online 
retail channels in the first to fourth years are 0.153, 0.909, 0.727, and 1.330. This shows from 
the side that having online retail channels reduces the efficiency of resource allocation in the 
first to third years and improves the efficiency of resource allocation in the fourth year. 

However, comparing the coefficients of the first to fourth years after the opening of online retail 
channels, we can find that the coefficient of return on total assets in the first to third years is 
greater than the inventory turnover rate, and the coefficient of change in the inventory turnover 
rate in the fourth year is greater than the total The coefficient of change in the rate of return on 
assets. This shows from the side that the opening of online retail channels has reduced the 
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efficiency of resource allocation in the first to third years and improved the efficiency of 
resource allocation in the fourth year. 

In short, physical retail companies have both positive and negative impacts on resource 
allocation efficiency after opening online retail channels. After the development of an omni-
channel retail model, the efficiency of resource allocation will decline in the short term, but it 
can improve the efficiency of resource allocation in the long run.  

 

Table 6. Analysis results of changes in enterprise resource allocation efficiency after opening 
online channels 

 
ROA ITO 

(1)OLS (2)FGLS (1)OLS (2)FGLS 

The first year (2015) 
-0.868*** -0.823*** 6.260* 0.153* 
(0.285) (0.248) (3.070) (1.455) 

The second year (2016) 
-0.952*** -0.914*** 3.631 0.909* 
(0.234) (0.230) (3.213) (1.734) 

The third year (2017) 
-0.756*** -0.731*** 1.317 0.727* 
(0.270) (0.275) (3.822) (2.275) 

The fourth year (2018) 
-0.387* -0.335* 5.949 1.330* 
(0.349) (0.326) (4.324) (3.498) 

X1 
1.753*** 1.787*** 4.092*** 0.782 
(0.201) (0.197) (1.446) (3.046) 

X2 
-0.612*** -0.611*** -1.841*** -0.0313 
(0.0391) (0.0493) (0.465) (0.310) 

X3 
0.481 0.836** 45.34*** 5.300*** 

(0.628) (0.421) (7.365) (1.178) 

X4 
-0.0284*** -0.0252*** -0.0371 -0.155 
(0.00677) (0.00700) (0.0652) (0.0956) 

c 
62.39*** 61.98*** 172.4*** 18.47 
(3.602) (4.565) (43.63) (29.71) 

Observations 84 84 84 84 

Note: Standard errors are in parentheses, * p <0.1, ** p <0.05, *** p <0.01 

 

4. Conclusion 

This paper first uses the data of 73 retail companies listed in China’s A-share market from 2009 
to 2018, to verify the impact of the development of an omni-channel retail model on the 
efficiency of resource allocation in the retail industry. The empirical results show that the 
development of the omni-channel retail model of retail enterprises has a negative impact on 
the return on total assets, but has a positive impact on the inventory turnover rate. Second, 
select 12 retail companies that opened online retail channels in 2015, to verify the impact of 
having online retail channels on the resource allocation efficiency of the retail industry in the 
first to fourth years.  

Empirical study conclusions: (1) Compared with traditional retail companies that have not 
developed omni-channels, the development of omni-channel retail models of retail companies 
has a positive impact on the efficiency of resource allocation, which is mainly reflected in the 
positive impact on inventory turnover, because there are complementary effects of channels. 
The development of an omni-channel retail model can integrate online and offline, accelerate 
product transaction speed, expand market transaction scale, speed up corporate inventory 
turnover, and achieve complementary channel advantages, thereby improving efficiency.(2) 
The development of the omni-channel retail model of retail companies has a negative impact 
on the efficiency of resource allocation, and the negative impact is mainly reflected in the 
negative impact on the company’s return on total assets. The reason is that there are channel 
competition and channel substitution problems between different channels, which are mainly 
reflected in the increase in sales and management costs, the loss of customers, and the increase 
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in the bargaining power of consumers. (3) In general, the development of the omni-channel 
model of traditional retail companies will reduce the company's resource allocation efficiency 
in the short term, but it will help improve the resource allocation efficiency in the long run. 

Therefore, when physical retail companies consider whether to develop an omni-channel retail 
model, first of all, we must think ahead strategically and be careful strategically. Secondly, it is 
necessary not only to conduct a comprehensive analysis of the actual internal situation of the 
company, but also to conduct a comprehensive analysis of external factors such as 
macroeconomic conditions, legal provisions, and consumer behavior. Then, choose suitable 
opportunities, open online retail channels, and implement an omni-channel retail model. 
Finally, improve the consumer's shopping experience and increase the efficiency of resource 
allocation. 
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